Have you ever noticed that your car never achieves the fuel economy claimed by the manufacturer? Does this seem unfair? Unscientific? Would you like the same situation to occur in Genetic Improvement? Comparison will always be difficult [9] , however, guidelines have been discussed [3, 5, 4] . With two GP [8] approaches, comparing the number of evaluations of the fitness function is reasonably fair. This means you are comparing the GP systems, and not how well they are implemented, how fast the language is. However, the situation with GI [6, 1] is unique. With GI we will typically compare systems which are applied to the same application written in the same language (i.e.
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The halting problem states that we cannot in general determine if a program will halt. This poses a deep issue for GI, but is particularly important if we only compare GI approaches using the number of evaluations. The easiest solution is to set a time-out parameter, after which, if a program has not halted, termination is forced on it. However, if this parameter is set too low, it will prevent correct programs from being produced. Conversely, if this parameter is set too high, valuable wall-clock time will be wasted executing programs which do not halt. Just counting the number of evaluations will not differentiate between this parameter being set a little too high, and much too high: this will make a difference to wall-clock time. We may be able to gather Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. An open question is, does setting the time-out parameter a little higher than the time needed for the existing program to run on a test case help GI discover better programs, even though they may not ultimately need the extra time to execute. In other words, as a program is manipulated, its descendants may walk along a path through programs which require a longer runtime, but eventually lead to programs with better properties.
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Typically we compare two metaheuristics with a fixed number of evaluations on a given set of problem instances. This is the easiest (and reasonably fair) way to compare algorithms. However, it does not take account of the amount of time to generate the next program. This could be relatively simple and cheap to compute (e.g. randomly exchanging lines of code in a program). However, it could also be more computationally expensive (e.g. instrumenting the program to gather information). This difference is ignored if we are only counting evaluations of the target program.
A possible fair comparison would be to limit the number of clock cycles (a low level measure of time). When transferred to a different machine, GI may take a different number of clock cycles, but this may be a better indication of how good a GI system is than physical time or number of evaluations of the cost function. The number of clock ticks could then be used to estimate wall-clock time.
By measuring wall-clock time and the number of evaluations, we are presenting a fuller picture. Transferring the GI to a faster machine will result in speed up, but it is for the end user to take final responsibility for which machine they run the algorithms on. They may run GI on one hardware architecture, but later execute the genetically improved programs on a different machine with a different configuration.
We can classify programs into 4 execution types:
• 1-programs, where all nodes in the syntax tree are executed once (e.g. programs constructed with a function set f1 of arithmetic operators {+, -, *, %}).
• 0-1-programs, where nodes are either executed once or not (e.g. programs constructed with a function set f2 containing logical operators {AND, OR, NOT}, where short circuiting is used.)
• bounded-programs containing for loops with a determined number of iterations (bounded execution time).
• unbounded-programs with while loops with an unknown termination condition (unbounded execution time).
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Generally, most of GP is with the former two types of program ("1" and "0-1"), while most of GI is with the latter two types ("bounded" and "unbounded"). Adopting a GI approach, which deals with software, forces us to confront the fact that different programs can take vastly different amounts to time to execute. (Of course, GP work exists using Turing Complete instruction sets [7, 2] , and there is no reason why GI could not be applied to programs consisting of instruction sets such as f 1 or f 2). With the first two types, programs will execute in a comparatively short amount of time (bound by the size of the program). While with the last two types, programs may take an extremely long time to terminate (possibly not halting). Therefore, reporting just the number of evaluations can be more misleading with GI when compared to traditional GP.
The number of evaluations in a GP/GI system, could be counted on at least 4 different levels: These being the number of: 1) programs evaluated (evaluated on a fixed set of test cases), 2) test cases evaluated (the number of test cases can vary over during the training), 3) the number of nodes when a program is executed (e.g. some programs take longer to execute than others), or 4) the number of nodes (weighted) when a program is executed (e.g. some instructions take longer to execute than others), during a run. By choosing one of these methods to count evaluations over a different method, we may be able to demonstrate that one GI technique is superior to another. However, choosing a different method of evaluation, our claim could be invalidated.
When a program is executed in a GI framework, there are at least 4 possible outcomes; a program 1/ crashes, 2/ fails a test case, 3/ passes a test case, or 4/ is terminated as being possibly non-halting. One GI system may produce syntactically incorrect programs, or avoid runtime errors, while another GI system may avoid incorrect programs, and have intelligent genetic operators which make used of white-box information obtained by instrumenting the program. A GI which uses clever test case prioritization will detect earlier when to bailout and stop testing a program. Just counting the number of evaluations will not distinguish between these scenarios and is therefore a crude measure of performance. For example, a GP evolving programs that computes polynomials will always succeed and therefore, in this case, it make more sense to count evaluations of the fitness function. Whereas, with a GI system, as the software being evolved is more complicated (taking different amounts of time to execute, failing, or not even halting), time becomes more of a pressing issue.
It may be the case that algorithm A1 runs faster than algorithm A2 on machine M 1, but on machine M 2 the opposite is true. If Computing Science were treated as a natural science, we would report behaviour over a number of machines (e.g. the most popular machines). As much of GI research targets non-functional properties, GI will be aimed at multi-objective optimization. However, as we compare GI systems themselves, we are making multi-objective comparisons, making comparisons even more difficult. Just as we can cherry pick which benchmark instances we select to showcase our the performance of an algorithm, (or equivalently over-tune our algorithm on those benchmark instances), we can cherry pick architectures for GI. We should be as open as possible when making comparisons.
In conclusion, making comparisons will always be problematic. However, the situation is more difficult with GI than with GP, as the scope as to what constitutes an evaluation is broader (involving a possible program crash), and can use more time (as there is possible non-termination of programs). This paper is not claiming we should abandon comparing programs based on the number of evaluations, but to promote the debate and raise awareness. Counting evaluations of the cost function is sensible with a black-box setting, when the evaluations of the cost function are similar. However, we can use white-box approach with GI, calling on expensive but useful instrumentation for example, and therefore the picture is more complex. With the growth of online repositories, a GI system can be made available, along with the test cases. This will help to independently verify published results and allow for comparisons of different GI systems on different hardware.
